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Six Ways to Market Today’s Space
Using Technology and Creativity

G

one are the days of paltry brochures
and static websites to market space.
To capture the best prospective tenants
and buyers, brokers are seeking more
creative and technological ways to
command attention. But in an industry
where people are bombarded with
seemingly endless information, how do
ZPVTFUZPVSTQBDFBQBSU 

Create a Story and Experience
Today’s sophisticated
marketing
UFDIOJRVFTWBSZEFQFOEJOHPOUIFTQBDF
Perhaps a building is being rebranded for
reintroduction to the market, amentized
for a new generation of tenants, or has
a large block of space coming to market.
0OFPGUIFNPTUFˋFDUJWFXBZTUPNBSLFU
space is by creating on-site experiences
that result in a memorable frame of
reference for the building, according
to Madelyne Kirch, president of New
:PSL $JUZCBTFE 4VO  .PPO .BSLFUJOH
Communications.
For instance, clients might distinguish
a space through experiential marketing
suites that include interactive elements;
large-scale graphics, renderings and
ˍPPS QMBOT BOE WJSUVBM SFBMJUZ UPVST
These tactics come together to tell the
VOJRVFTUPSZPGUIFCVJMEJOH
o*GZPVDBOnUUFMMBTUSPOH HPPETUPSZBCPVU
the building or opportunity that’s simple,
concrete, credible, and entertaining, you
don’t have anything,” asserted Cardinal
Partners managing partner, John
Culbertson, SIOR.
Colliers International Charlotte region
marketing manager, Haleigh MundellMoore—who works alongside partners
Don Moss, SIOR, Brent Royall, SIOR, and
#SBE(SPX 4*03sTBJEPOFPGIFSˌSNnT
most successful broker events was a

Christmas-themed party with full holiday
catering, a visit from Santa Claus, big
giveaways from the building owner, and
individual tours throughout the building
during the event. The newly renovated
building had not been on the market for
more than 10 years.

Harness Targeted Data
Sources
One of the best ways to improve
marketing appeal is to tap into the wealth
of available building and tenant data,
Culbertson noted.
o5IBUJOGPSNBUJPOJTHFUUJOHDIFBQFSBOE
CFUUFSBMMUIFUJNF pIFTBJEo8FCVZBOE
subscribe to data that provides us with
WFSZ UBSHFUFE VTFS QSPˌMFT  MJLF $P4UBS 
Real Capital Markets, CompStak, and
Bloomberg. These information sources
IFMQVTDSFBUFQSPˌMFTUIBUBSFQPXFSGVM
and help us target our marketing.”
Total Real Estate Consultants broker
Joe Pelayo, SIOR, often relies on email
NBSLFUJOH DBNQBJHOT UISPVHI EJˋFSFOU
providers that specialize in real estate
email lists. He also uses agent services
provided by both SIOR and CCIM to
promote space to other agents and to
create collaborative transactions.

Provide as Much Information
and Imagery as Possible
The more brokers who can answer
RVFTUJPOT BCPVU PS TIPX UIFJS CVJMEJOH
VQGSPOU UIFCFUUFS QPJOUTPVU/"*3PCFSU
Lynn executive vice president, Colt Power,
4*03 o:PV XBOU UP CF BT BDDFTTJCMF UP
prospects as possible, especially when
they’re looking at 10 other listings on
LoopNet.”

M

PPSFT ˌSN BMTP BEET MJOLT UP
property listings on brochures
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and uploads detailed demographics to
websites, which has resonated well with
potential buyers and tenants.

can look up, down, and
d side
de to side—it’s
like a Google Street perspective inside
the building.”

One of the best ways to set your building
apart is with imagery. Power uses
interior images, drone photography, and
Google Earth to be as detailed as possible
po
oss
in his listings.

Power noted Matterport is particularly
useful in marketing buildings that many
tenants might not consider from the
outside or from its location, yet it is
functional and gorgeous inside. The
technology gives people who might
otherwise
be reluctant a way to look
ot e
inside.

o(PPHMF&BSUIIBTCFFOBHBNFDIBOHFS p
he said, as you can use it to diagram
ways to get around local construction,
show parcel lines and neighbors, and
lay out where additional parking can be
placed. Drones can also be functionally
important, showing a potential buyer
or tenant angles you cannot see or
panoramas from an aerial view. It draws
more attention to the building, creating
better appeal and understanding—
FTQFDJBMMZGPSCVJMEJOHTXIJDIBSFEJˎDVMU
to photograph in an attractive way.

Digitize Your Space
" QIZTJDBM QSFTFODF JT OP MPOHFS
SFRVJSFEUPWJFXQPUFOUJBMTQBDF UIBOLT
to technologies like Matterport, a 3D
camera and building scanner that allows
brokers to create a self-driven, virtual
tour of buildings.
o*UBMMPXTBOZPOFUPMPPLBUUIFCVJMEJOHnT
website and walk themselves through the
building,” said Culbertson, who has used
it in successfully marketing buildings like
'PSFTU 1BSL 5FO JO $IBSMPUUF  /$ o:PV

Tenants who ar
are restricted by cost, time,
or geography can
use Matterport
an also
a
GPSBˌSTUXBMLUISPVHI#PUI1PXFSBOE
I
Culbertson have had success
ce attracting
out-of-state and international
na tenants
this way.
While Matterport is expensive and
SFRVJSFT MJDFOTJOH  $VMCFSUTPO TBJE JU
JT FBTZ UP ˌOE B QIPUPHSBQIFS JO NPTU
NBSLFUT *G ZPV BSF PO B CVEHFU  oB
GoPro camera walk-through uploaded to
:PV5VCFDBOCFKVTUBTFˋFDUJWF p1PXFS
added.
0OF UFDIOPMPHZ UIBU IBT ˌ[[MFE PVU JT
the headset. When products like Google
(MBTT ˌSTU DBNF PVU  FWFSZPOF XBT
FYDJUFE BCPVU UIFN  ,JSDI TBJE o#VU
they turned out to be cumbersome and
EJTUSBDUJOHPOMFBTJOHˍPPSTp
Power is also looking at more interactive
marketing that can help prospects
envision the space in front of them and

IPX JU ˌUT UIFJS OFFETsTVDI BT XIFSF
they might
conference rooms or
ght put conferenc
CSFBL SPPNT o5IFSF JT UFDIOPMPHZ UIBU
UI
will draw it right in the space, and they
DBOTFFJNNFEJBUFMZIPXJUXPVMEˌU pIF
said.

Embrace Digital Marketing
and Networking

D

igital marketing and networking
make it much faster to engage with
DMJFOUT XIJMF BU UIF TBNF UJNF RVJDLMZ
update information, according to Carter
+POBTQBSUOFS "OESFX4NJUI 4*03
0OF NBSLFUJOH UFDIOJRVF IF IBT
embraced
is
online,
interactive
CSPDIVSFT  XIJDI IBWF NBOZ CFOFˌUT
PWFSUSBEJUJPOBMQSJOU"NPOHUIFN
• Th
There are no print costs,
osts, and they
are m
more environmentally
ntally friendly;
iendly;
q &SSPST DBO CF
XIJMF
C RVJDLMZ
DLMZ
Z ˌYFE  XIJMF
BHFOU  DPOUBDU  QSPKFDU
Q PKFDU
FD  PS PˋFS
PˋFS
details can be immediately
ediatel updated;
• You
imagery,
content
space

can include rich media,
and downloads,
ds, and more
can be added
without
being
a
consideration;

•Users can access the brochure
anywhere they have an Internet
connection, and they can be easily shared
via social media, messengers, or email;
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• If branding for a project is updated, the
digital brochure can be changed while
keeping the original structure, rather
starting
than starti
g over and having to re-print.

noted that if brokers want to appeal to
a variety of potential clients, traditional
marketing-like direct mailing, websites,
and magazine ads are still important.

money well
when
we spent,
pent, especially
espe
targeting the top
p 10 percent
rcent of the
brokerage community,
mun
who will likely
bring you
u a deal.
d al.

One of the biggest advantages of digitall
marketing is that it is measurable. For
example, with websites or advertising,
you can track who is clicking, what they
are interested in, how long they are
TUBZJOH  BOE IPX UIFZ BSF ˌOEJOH ZPV 
Kirch said.

o BDI HFOFSBUJ
o&BDI
HFOFSBUJPO MJLFT UP SFDFJWF
N OOFST  TP
TP
JOGPSNBUJPO JO EJˋFSFOU NBOOFST
UIF NPSF FYQPTVSF PO EJˋFSFOU PVUMFUT
the better in order to close a sale in the
MPOHSVO pIFTBJEo0GDPVSTF JGBDFSUBJO
outlet is not generating any response, it
is important to evaluate that and make
adjustments to the marketing plan as
needed.”

For examp
example, G
Grow a
and Royall once
IBOEFE PVU B OPWFMUZ WJFXˌOEFS  XIJDI
XIJDI
included
d new
w building renderings on
FBDITRVBSF UPHJWFBUPVSPGUIFTQBDF
HJWFBUPVSPGUIFTQB
and what renov
renovations
ions were going to look
MJLFo*UGFMUMJLFZPVXFSFXBMLJOHUISPVHI
FMU MJL
V XFSFXBMLJOHUISP
the space while
e not needing
eeding to be at the
building itself,” said M
Mundell-Moore.
dell-Moore.

Carter Jonas is currently exploring an
app that would gather analytics on a
visitor’s interaction, Smith added. The
information is delivered to the app in real
time and allows brokers to report directly
to clients and connect with potential
CVZFSTPSPDDVQJFST"NPOHUIFQSPWJEFE
information is how many people visited
a digital brochure; how many views
media received; who has registered for
more information; who has downloaded
TQFDJˌDEPDVNFOUTBOEIPXNBOZUJNFT
each document has been downloaded.
o5IFSFJTOPOFFEGPSMFOHUIQSFQBSBUJPO
PGSFQPSUTGPSNFFUJOHT pIFTBJE oBTUIJT
information can be pulled together in
minutes.”
Culbertson warns to be wary of free
online marketing, particularly social
media.
o*UnTIBSEUPRVBOUJGZUIFFˋFDUPGTPDJBM
media - we know it works, but a lot
PG EFDJTJPONBLFST BOE JOˍVFODFST
aren’t looking to Twitter when they’re
SFTFBSDIJOHSFBMFTUBUF pIFTBJEo*UnTOPU
clear what kind of return we get from
it and shows that free marketing isn’t
necessarily worth the cost of time.”
Smith said social media is maturing and
d
SFRVJSFTBOBHJMFBQQSPBDIUPNBSLFUJOH
SFRVJSFTBOBHJMFBQQSPBDIUP
OH 
including
in
g a constantt review of
o strategy
at
UPNBLFTVSFJUˌUTXJUIUIFFYQFDUBUJPOT
UPNBLFTVSFJUˌUTXJUIUIFFY
DU
and
d demands of the audience.

Don’t
on’t Eschew
Esc ew Traditional
Tradit
i
Marketing
rk
Some people might say traditional
but
marketing no longer
ma
er works,
w
b Pelayo

/FXFS NBSLFUJOH UFDIOJRVFT BOE
channels have only complemented
traditional marketing, Smith added.
o*OUFHSBUFE NBSLFUJOH IBT BMXBZT CFFO
the best way to achieve impact and drive
FˋFDUJWFOFTTBOEUIJTIBTOPUDIBOHFE
What is essential now is ensuring that the
newer strands of marketing - web, email,
mobile, social - are also integrated into
o
the campaigns that we manage, working
in
with and alongside the more traditional
tio
channels.”

K

irch’s company is no longer
designing the same number of
printed brochures; however, select
buildings with large bl
blocks of space
BWBJMBCMF BOEPS TJHOJˌDBOU
DBQJUBM
J
improvement programs
still see the
g
value of paper and
d ink, she said.

Surprisingly, direct mail is making a
NPEFTU DPNFCBDL
o&WFSZPOF XFOU UP
PN
e-blasts,, because they were an easier
and in
inexpensive alternative,” Kirch
FYQMBJOFEo/PXXFIBWFBOFYQMPTJPOPG
MB
FCMBTUT
 BOE JUnT NPSF EJˎDVMU UP IBWF
C
tthem opened and read. Savvy owners
are opting for direct mail, because people
receive far less mail than they used to so when something comes across your
desk, it’s more likely to be reviewed. The
printing industry has since evolved as
well. You can make your mailers highend and distinctive without excessive
costs.”

While technology
og is stilll important, it
is still aboutt the showing,
ng, Culbertson
contends.
o*GZPVIBWFBMPVTZTIPXJOH
I
H ZPVnSFOPU
ZPVnSF OPU
HFUUJOH
O UIBU EFBM p IF TBJE o* IFBS TUPSZ
after
te story of brokers and landlords
doing abysmal jobs of representing
d
their buildings. Brokers aren’t showing
up early, talk too much, don’t ask good
RVFTUJPOT  NBLF CSPBE BTTVNQUJPOT PO
their own biases, don’t look at the space
from the tenant perspective, and don’t
prep the house and stage. Residential
real estate gets it, right down to the
fresh-baked cookies - it’s Real Estate 101.”
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"OPUIFS NBSLFUJOH UFDIOJRVF UIBU TUJMM
works is swag. Culbertson said it is
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